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The meeting was held online via MS Teams 

Saturday 23 May 2021 

Notice was given for the 67th Annual General Meeting of the British Sub Aqua Club (“BSAC”) to take a 
place pursuant to Article 50 of the BSAC Articles of Association (“the Articles”), to be held on Saturday 
22 May 2021 via MS Teams. 
 
The Chair of the Meeting (BSAC Chair) Maria Harwood opened the meeting at 10.02 on 22 May 2021. 
 
With 66 members present at the start, the AGM was quorate. 
 
Annex A: reproduction of the slides presented during the AGM. 
Annex B: questions and answers actioned before the AGM. 
Q = Question; A = Answer; S = Statement. 
 

 
Attendees    

Andrew Shenstone Gordon Simpson Paul Lyon 
Arran Cookson Ian Furness Paul McGovern 
Brendon Rowe James Mudge Paul Tarn 
Brian Cumming Jane Maddocks Paul Taylor 
Brian James Lewis Janos Suto Peter Hall 
Carol Warren Jeffery Dubery Philip Harrison MBE 
Charles John Campbell John Adams Rachael Brown 
Charles Power John Barton Rachel Quinn 
Damian Wozniak Jon Parlour Rachel Sharp 
Daniel Loch Jon Swift Lt RNR Rajendrakumar Mistry 
Dave Lock Kathy Grant Robert Thompson 
David Agius Ken Crow Roger Crook 
David Atkins Kim Thomas Sara Robertson 
David Brander Louise Whitehouse Simon Paul Rafferty 
David Harvey Maria Harwood Simon Probyn 
Deric Ellerby Mark Allen Simon Rogerson 
Edward Haynes Mark Lovesey Stephen Dorricott 
Edward Rollins Mark Paisey Stephen Hopper 
Emel Senalp Martin McQuay Terry Simpson 
Fran Hockley Martyn O'Driscoll Tony Marshall 
Geoffrey Duggan Mary Tetley Trevor Campbell Davis 
Geoffrey Prince Maximilian Ruffert Wendy Meadows 
Gerry Anderson Neil Turton William Gabb 
Gordon Kaye Nicholas Hassapis  
   
Apologies:   
Harry Gould Clare Peddie   
   
Non-members, by invitation:   
 Chris Horan (HQ) Eimear O'Flaherty (CIVICA)  

 

1.  Welcome & Agenda  

 

The Chair thanked everyone for committing their time to attend this year’s AGM which 
following last year’s successful online event was again being held online via MS Teams.  
She went through how the AGM would run this year as displayed in slides 2 to 5 of Annex A. 
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2.  BSAC Honorary Secretary Report 

 

The Hon Sec’s report is displayed in slides 6 to 19 of Annex A. 
Members elected to BSAC Council: 

• Honorary Treasurer:  Janos Soto 
• Honorary Secretary:  Edward Haynes 
• National Diving Officer:  Dai Atkins 
• Council Member: David Brander 
• Council Member:  Geoffrey Duggan 
• Council Member: James Mudge 
• Council Member:  Paul Tarn 

Full details are on slides 15 to 18 of Annex A. 
Q01: Damian Wozniak, “How many votes members had granted the ‘Chairman of the 
Meeting’ to decide?”  
A01: Post Meeting Answer: Members voted for Council candidates, the Chair of the 
Meeting had been granted 769 votes by proxy for the 1st resolution and 759 for the 2nd 
resolution. 
There were no further questions from attendees for the Hon Sec. 
 

3.  BSAC Chair update 

 

The Chair thanked those retiring from Council. 
The Chair welcomed the new members of Council. 
The Chair mentioned the lack of diversity of candidates.  
The remainder of the Chair’s report is at slides 20 to 38 of Annex A. 
Questions: 
Q02: Damian Wozniak, “With no fixed location where will HQ keep paperwork, computer 
equipment that act as servers, have a mailing address etc. Where and how will the central 
management be and operate?” 
A02: Maria Harwood (BSAC Chair), This appears to be a misunderstanding. The intent is to 
move to smaller more suitable premises. 
Q03: Damian Wozniak, “On the Annual Report it says membership breakdowns there is an 
asterisk figure of 23,912, and a fully paid up one of 21,594. What’s the difference between 
the fully paid up. Is 1976 the difference? No its not the fully paid members.” He then went on 
to ask “How many paid up members are instructors and assistant instructors, based on the 
instructor numbers. From the last numbers I saw there are over 1,600 OWIs and more than 
4,000 AIs which comes to over 20,000. Is BSAC now more like PADI effectively just an 
instructor’s organisation?” 
A03: Maria Harwood (BSAC Chair), The information on number of instructors would be 
retrieved from BSAC’s systems and placed in the chat during the meeting. She suggested 
that Damian appeared to be referring to the instructor qualification number. Damian agreed. 
Not all that qualified as instructors are still members. BSAC does have a high proportion of 
instructors, not all of whom are active. Posted into the chat, there are about 7,600 registered 
instructors (Assistant Instructor and above). BSAC does not currently have the numbers of 
‘active’ instructors. 
Q04: Damian Wozniak, “Should BSAC considered going a PADI route? It could qualify 
members Open Water and Advanced Diver. Making the paying membership grades the 
instructors and assistant instructors? Making to learn to dive cheaper. For example, holiday 
divers just want to learn to dive for their holiday, but not stay as BSAC members?”   
A04: Maria Harwood (BSAC Chair), BSAC already has the facility where if you learn through 
a centre with professional instructors, you can have a mini-membership. We need to 
recognise we are very different to PADI or other commercial agencies in that our instructors 
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are volunteers. It we said the only people in your club who will pay a membership are the 
instructors who give up their time freely to train other people that really doesn’t feel right. 
Does it? Damian No. 
Q05: Damian Wozniak went on “BSAC has made it cheaper and cheaper, many instructors 
are paid up but not active. Why should they receive a reduced membership fee? As AIs pay 
less than OWI and NIs pay even less. Why should those instructors who are not active 
benefit from a reduced membership fee?” 
A05: Maria Harwood (BSAC Chair), BSAC does do not have the information on active to 
non-active instructors. It was stated earlier that BSAC needs to be more savvy in using data, 
for example the BSAC app will record the instructor teaching a lesson which will help in 
gathering the information. 
There were some questions raised via Chat, which are included in section 8. 
There were no further questions from attendees for the Chair. 
 

4.  2020 Annual Report & Questions 

 

The Hon Treasurer’s report is displayed in slides 39 to 53 of Annex A. 
Janos Suto explained that the main focus of the report is on 2020, but it would look forward 
to 2021 as well. 
Before going into his presentation, the Hon Treasurer thanked Damian Wozniak for his 
vigilance in spotting error in the Accounts that were published on the BSAC website, which 
have been corrected.  
Damian Wozniak, (not questions, but statements)  
 “The Accounts are required by company law not for transparency.”  

 “Cash Flow statement did not reconcile with the Income and Expenditure Statement, 
it does now.”  
“The Notes required substantial changes whereas the iSCUBA only required 
description change of heading.” 
“Wording used in the Accounts is very ‘technical’ which most members will not 
understand (I know what they mean). Please could the wording be improved in future 
years?” 
“Do you need some help in future to improve the wording?” 

Q06: Damian Wozniak, “At the bottom of page 8, there is a line: “Surplus from ordinary 
activities after taxation & transferred to reserves with a value of £87,517”.  Below this is a 
line: “Total comprehensive income for the year” with same figure.  What is the difference 
and why is it repeated?  Could one line be removed?” 
A06: The Hon Treasurer responded: We do want the Accounts to be understood by the end 
users of the Accounts, the Membership. If anyone at the meeting wants to offer their expert 
assistance to make them easier to read, please do. Also if anyone is having difficulty 
understanding the Account please ask for clarification. To the specific question, there is no 
difference this year, but there could be a difference in other years due to Other 
Comprehensive Income, for example from reversing an impairment on a non-current asset 
such as the HQ building. 
There were some questions raised via Chat, which are included in section 8. 
There were no further questions from attendees for the Hon Treasurer. 
 

5.  National Diving Officer’s Update 

 
Dai Atkins presented the National Diving Officer’s report, which is displayed in slides 54 to 
66 of Annex A. 
Awards: John Potten was awarded the Wilkinson Sword for Unique Underwater Endeavour. 
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There were no questions from attendees for the NDO 

6.  AOB & questions 

 

There were no AOB matters raised. 
Damian Wozniak made a statement about why he asks questions on the Accounts and will 
continue to do so at AGMs. 
There were some questions raised via Chat, which are included in section 8. 
 

7.  Results of Ordinary Resolutions  

 

Ordinary Resolution 1:  
“To appoint Azets Audit Services Ltd (formerly Gardners Accountants Ltd) as the 
Company’s auditors to hold office from the conclusion of the Annual General Meeting until 
the conclusion of the next general meeting of the Company at which the Company’s annual 
accounts and reports are laid before the meeting”. 
PASSED by majority. 
Ordinary Resolution 2: 
“To authorise BSAC Council to set the remuneration of the auditors”. 
PASSED by majority. 
Full details are at slides 69 to 72 of Annex A. 
 

8.  Chat questions that do not fit the presentation timeline 

 

Q07: Damian Wozniak, “Can ex-BSAC instructors teach and signoff lessons?” 
A07: Maria Harwood (BSAC Chair), No they cannot. 
Q08: Daniel Loch, “What are the options on expanding underwater activity to Underwater 
Hockey/Rugby/Orienteering to expand membership?”  
A08: Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO) via chat, I am happy to engage re the hockey question etc . 
Daniel if you want to email me on maryt@bsac.com.  
Q09: Arran Cookson, “BSAC is not currently recognised as an authorised training body in 
Greece. Will it be possible to change this in the future? I can't train people over here at the 
moment. I am happy to help with this process if need be.” 
A09: Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO), Will contact Arran off-line. 
Q10: Mark Paisey, “What is the time line for App delivery and what have we paid for it’s 
development please?” 
A10: David Brander (Council Member), responded that the app phase 1 was due for release 
end of June, the actual cost is commercially sensitive at this time. 
Q11: Mark Paisey, “Have there been any offers on the HQ building?” 
A11: David Brander (Council Member), responded that the information was commercially 
sensitive at the moment. 
S: Damian Wozniak, “Thank you I was as BRIEF as possible but AGM's are FOR members 
to be able to enquire of the directors and for those members who wish to FULLY understand 
the 'accounts' for example another question what are RESERVES? the fact I know is 
irrelevant”. 
S: Trevor Campbell Davis, “My other club connections (in skiing and mountaineering) have 
similar membership declines, for the same reasons. We face the same issues”. 
A. Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO) Part of what we are doing in the strategy is working and 
collaborating with other organisations; BMC is one of them. 
Q12: Daniel Loch, “Overseas activity is loss making. When do we expect to break even?” 

mailto:maryt@bsac.com
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A12: Janos Suto (Hon Tre), The figures at face value figures don’t always give the full 
answer it could be that this is a loss-leader meaning members spend additional monies 
elsewhere. Post meeting note: there is also a timing issue, with some expenditure in 2020 
corresponding with revenue in 2021. 
Q13: Simon Probyn, “Would it be a good idea to reach out to clubs to understand the reason 
the membership numbers have dropped (apart from Covid)?” 
A13a: Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO), We are in regular contact with clubs and we are gathering 
this information as we speak with branches. Some of the issues are down to such things as 
slow pool opening-in local authorities. 
A13b: Janos Suto (Hon Tre), Communication with members and branches is an integral part 
of the strategy. 
Q14: John Adams, “What has been done to target those who have not renewed? Its no 
good talking to those who haven’t left yet, we need to specifically target whose who’ve just 
left?” 
A14a: Janos Suto (Hon Tre), Those who left on harmonious terms, e.g., because of family 
commitments response to communication; the others don’t.  
A14b: Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO), Its part of the strategy to maintain contact with university 
students post-graduation. HQ is moving to SMS for university students a more reliable was 
of maintaining contact. With no diving taking place it was felt cold-hearted to chase people 
when they may have lost their job, been on furlough, etc.  
Q15: Jon Swift Lt RNR, “Businesses often carry out exit interviews to learn why staff leave, 
if we don't comprehensively do this then why don't we?” 
A15: Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO), We do carry out exit plans with members as they leave. 
Happy to discuss with you at a later date on maryt@bsac.com.  
Q16: Charles Power, “I have been asked to chase members that have not renewed over the 
past year . As a number of our club has been furloughed or lost their jobs I did not do this. 
Lets keep the door open for people to return?” 
A16: Mary Tetley (BSAC CEO), Yes agree. We have also been waiting for people to return 
to their diving, training and meeting with their clubs so they can see value to/in their 
membership. 
Q17: Charles Power via Chat, “My first AGM are you going to keep them online in future?” 
A17: Maria Harwood (BSAC Chair), Almost certainly yes. 
Q18: Kim Thomas via Chat, “We have, in the past, been involved with beach cleans. What 
about a wreck clean project?” 
A18: Jane Maddocks (Vice President), Really good idea though can you email me and we 
can have a talk. jane@jmaddocks.bsac.com. 
 

9.  Meeting close (11:30) 

 

mailto:maryt@bsac.com
mailto:jane@jmaddocks.bsac.com
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GDPR statement

This meeting is being recorded
Please be aware that your name will be recorded
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with legislation (GDPR Article 6.1.c)
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Introductions 

Speakers & moderator
How the meeting will work:

• Mute microphones & turn off video
• Asking questions

• Q&A in advance (on website)
• Please use chat, even if just to say you want to speak
• Will pause for questions at the end of each presentation

• Voting via Civica website (closes at 10:30) if you haven’t 
already nominated a proxy

• Ad-hoc polls via forms
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Teams controls

Using Teams

• Please mute your microphone and turn off your video

• Questions via chat only

Turn off 
Video

Mute 
MicChat
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Agenda

Time Topic Presenter

10:00 Welcome & agenda.  Voting opens Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:05 Honorary Secretary report Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

10:20 Chair update Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:30 Voting closes

10:40 2020 Annual Report & questions Janos Suto (Hon Treasurer)

11:00 NDO update Dai Atkins (NDO)

11:20 AOB & questions

11:40 Declare results of voting Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

11:45 Meeting close
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Annual General 
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Honorary Secretary
Rachel Sharp
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Content

1. Apologies and quorum

2. Approval of the Minutes of the previous AGM

3. Ordinary and Special Resolutions

4. Report of meetings / member changes / re-appointments

5. Election results
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Apologies & quorum

Apologies

• Harry Gould and Clare Peddie

Quorum

• The number required is 15, I confirm we are quorate for the meeting 
today
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Minutes of 66th AGM

The minutes have been checked by Council.

Anyone who attended last year’s AGM has the opportunity to raise any 
issues or amendments using the chat log now. 

ISSUES / AMENDMENTS?

If there are no further amendments I declare that the minutes of 
the 66th BSAC Annual General Meeting will stand as an accurate 
record of the meeting.  
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Ordinary Resolution to appoint auditors
1. To appoint Azets Audit Services Ltd (formally Gardners 

Accountants Ltd) as the Company’s auditors to hold office from the 
conclusion of the Annual General Meeting until the conclusion of 
the next general meeting of the Company at which the Company’s 
annual accounts and reports are laid before the meeting

2. To authorise BSAC Council to set the remuneration of the auditors

Questions?
Special Resolutions
There were no Special Resolutions.
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Secretary report

Meetings

Council meetings were held  every other month from July 2020 until this 
AGM with three extra meeting as needs arose due to COVID.
Usual disciplines in place, with meetings minuted, and accurate records 
held on Team Drive.
Sub-committees / groups protocols and TORs agreed.
Actions noted and updated regularly.
Synopsis’ have been uploaded for meetings.
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Secretary report - Housekeeping

The new articles, directors and 2019 accounts were registered 
with Companies house fulfilling our legal obligations

Gardners were appointed as auditors and their remuneration set.

As required by the articles:

1. All groups and sub-committees were re-appointed and TORs
agreed

2. Vice Presidents were re-appointed until the next AGM
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Secretary Report  - Council Members
There were a couple of changes to Council members leaving so we 
followed due process:

Brian Cumming (Vice President) was co-opted as a Council Member 
since we were not quorate as a Council after the 2020 AGM.

James Mudge was then co-opted as a Council member.

On 11th December 2020, Janos Suto was appointed as BSAC 
Honorary Treasurer until BSAC’s 67th AGM.
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2021 Voting Process

• Election administered by Civica as usual

• Nominees sent in their nomination which they checked before going 
live on Civica

• Any BSAC members entitled to vote were sent codes to vote on Civica

• One person requested and was given a paper vote

• Members were reminded by email to vote

• Publicity for the election was via normal channels (SCUBA magazine, 
BSAC Spirit, blog, social media etc)

AGM 2021 Council Election Results
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AGM 2021 Council Election Results

Nominations
National Diving Officer

One nomination Dai Atkins elected unopposed

Honorary Treasurer

One nomination  Janos Suto elected unopposed

Honorary Secretary
Two nominations 

Council Members
Six nominations for four available Council seats
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AGM 2021 Council Election 
Results
Voting: Honorary Secretary

Edward Haynes - 717 votes - Elected

Rachel Sharp     - 610 votes 

Number of eligible voters: 18,630

Total number of votes cast: 1,485
Turnout: 8.0%

Number of blank votes 158

Total number of valid votes  
counted: 1,327
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AGM 2021 Council Election 
Results
Voting: Council Members 

Number of eligible voters: 18,630

Total number of votes cast: 1,485
Turnout: 8.0%

Number of blank votes 158

Total number of valid votes  counted: 1,327
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AGM 2021 Council Election 
Results
Voting: Council Members

David Brander      - 1041 votes Elected

James Mudge       - 1010 votes Elected

Paul Tarn               - 944  votes Elected

Geoffrey Duggan  - 542  votes Elected

Mark Allen             - 523 votes

John Gill             - 348 votes
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Thank you

Any questions
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Agenda

Time Topic Presenter

10:00 Welcome & agenda.  Voting opens Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:05 Honorary Secretary report Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

10:20 Chair update Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:30 Voting closes

10:40 2020 Annual Report & questions Janos Suto (Treasurer)

11:00 NDO update Dai Atkins (NDO)

11:20 AOB & questions

11:40 Declare results of voting Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

11:45 Meeting close
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Content

1. Thanks 

2. Review of 2020

3. Strategy

4. 2021
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Thank you

Mark Lovesey
Council

Rachel Sharp
Hon Secretary

Karen McKnight
Hon Treasurer
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Welcome

Dai Atkins
NDO

Janos Suto
Hon Treasurer

Edward Haynes
Hon Secretary

David Brander 
Council member

James Mudge 
Council member

Geoffrey Duggan 
Council member

Paul Tarn
Council member
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COVID a major factor in 2020
Adapted – online 

training
Reacted quickly
NGB status to 

influence
Member retention

Flexible and 
remote working

Limited diving and 
training

Fewer new 
members

Reduced income
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2020 – what else? 

BSAC Egypt
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BSAC Strategic Plan 
2020–2023
COVID brought new challenges, and 
also new practices.

Team reviewed external environment as 
well as looking inwards.

Consulted with 11 focus groups, over 
100 members and wider diving 
community, refined our thinking.

Rapid change – continually review 
strategy.
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Strategic plan - objectives

• To better meet the changing demands of the 
scuba diver

• To improve individual members’ 
experience and support member retention by 
providing enhanced and accelerated access to 
training, diving and specialist interest groups

• To be data savvy - supporting more intelligent 
decision making

• To make a tangible contribution 
to environmental protection, conservation 
and carbon reduction
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Strategic plan

Diving & Training Environment

Community Delivery

Focus 
areas
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Diving & Training

Quality and consistency.

Relevance.

Appeal to “social” irregular divers.

Access & training opportunities.

Leadership role in underwater sport.
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Environment

Strengthen our leadership in protecting 
and conserving the underwater 
environment.

Reduce our impact as an organisation 
and as a sport.

Environment to be more strongly 
reflected in everything we do.
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Community

Build on branch strength.

Connect beyond branch – pursue special 
interests, feel part of wider community.

Diversity and inclusivity.
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Delivery

Increase capacity and capability.

Broader, skills-based governance.

Technology to improve member experience.

Data-driven decision-making.

Regular member consultation.
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2021 – so far….
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2021 – what next?
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Can you help?
Can you offer expertise in any of these areas? 

• Legal and commercial

• Business development, marketing and funding

• Project management

• IT solution architecture and implementation

• Community platforms

• Organisation development

• Centres

• Data analysis

Please email chair@bsac.com

mailto:chair@bsac.com
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Thank you
To all volunteers, and HQ team – we wouldn’t be here without you.

All of you for sticking with us during difficult period.
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Thank you

Any questions
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Agenda

Time Topic Presenter

10:00 Welcome & agenda.  Voting opens Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:05 Honorary Secretary report Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

10:20 Chair update Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:30 Voting closes

10:40 2020 Annual Report & questions Janos Suto (Treasurer)

11:00 NDO update Dai Atkins (NDO)

11:20 AOB & questions

11:40 Declare results of voting Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

11:45 Meeting close
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Key messages of 2020
Membership
• New members down from 4,383 in 2019 to 1,976
• Fully paid members down from 24,859 in to 21,549

Operating Income
• Membership fall contributed to reduced operating income.  Down 

28% from £1.9m to £1.4m

Expenditure
• We reacted by cutting expenditure from £1.9m to £1.6m, and as well 

as non-financial activities

Grant income
• We secured grant income of £250k in 2020 and £107k in 2021

Overall impact
• Including the £250k grant, BSAC made a surplus of £88k
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Members 2016-2020

Membership

• Fully paid member numbers 
have fallen by 3,310 for 
2020

• Covid restrictions played a 
large part of this. New 
members were down from 
4,383 to 1,976

• Renewals held up, 
especially Direct Debits

• A further fall is anticipated 
for 2021. At April 2021 
members are 20,101
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Income 
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2019 2020

• Income is largely driven by 
subscriptions.  The reduced 
number of members meant 
that income from 
subscriptions fell by £176k

• Training pack and other 
sales fell by £192k

• Covid meant that we ran 
fewer events, meaning that 
course income was down by 
£100k

• Overall impact was a fall of 
£524k (27%) from £1.9m to 
£1.4m
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Income split

Subs, 
£1,129,200

Retail , 
£166,839

Events, £86,765

O'Seas, 
£12,676

Sponsor, £5,000

Other, £3,261
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Costs 
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2019 2020

We took action to reduce costs 
including:
• £40k from reduced staffing 

costs, which were a 
combination of redundancies 
and furlough

• £102k from switching to a 
digital version of SCUBA for 
six months

• £199k from cost of sales 
savings

• Overall impact was a fall of 
£341k (18%) from £1.9m to 
£1.6m
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Costs split

M'ship, £567,133

Retail, 
£147,766

Events, £236,481

Admin/IT, 
£560,305

O'Seas, £22,897 Sponsor, £5,000
Depreciation, 

£21,725
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Government support
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We successfully applied for 
additional income from a range 
of sources:
• £305k from a Sport England 

Grant, split £197k in 2020 
and £108k in 2021

• £25k Local Authority Grant
• £27k support from HMRC
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Overall Performance

Operating (Deficit)/surplus 
before Taxation excluding 
Government support
• 2020 (£157,566)
• 2019  £26,632

Surplus before Taxation 
including government support
• 2020 £92,390
• 2019  £26,632
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Surplus 2016-2020
• We invested in the 

website & digital services 
in 2016-2017

• The operating deficit for 
2020 was (£157,566) but 
after applying the grant 
income that improves to 
a surplus of £87,517

• Cash and budget for 
2021 remains tight and is 
being closely monitored
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• Reserves increased by  
£88k due to the overall 
surplus for the year 
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Audit 2020

Outcome of audit
• Scope of Audit was reviewed to reduce fees
• Auditors report a clean Audit Report with no issues raised at the audit 

review meeting
• The independent BSAC audit committee are pleased with the 

auditors findings and with the strength of the financial controls in 
place

• Management accounts continue to be presented to Council monthly 
and discussed in detail at board meetings

• Review of Audit process planned for 2021. All views and input 
welcome
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2021 and beyond

• 2021 will also be a tough year
• A significant part of the fall in new members is likely to be structural.  

While there is some delayed demand there is a risk the fall in 
membership will be permanent

• Balanced by the deferred part of the Sport England grant of £108k, 
but this will be a one-off

• New strategy is needed to deliver the step change
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Thank you

Any questions
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Agenda

Time Topic Presenter

10:00 Welcome & agenda.  Voting opens Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:05 Honorary Secretary report Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

10:20 Chair update Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:30 Voting closes

10:40 2020 Annual Report & questions Janos Suto (Treasurer)

11:00 NDO update Dai Atkins (NDO)

11:20 AOB & questions

11:40 Declare results of voting Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

11:45 Meeting close
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Annual General 
Meeting 2021

NDO Report
Dai Atkins
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National Diving Committee

Steering Group
• Coaching
• Diving Activity
• Diver Training
• Instructor Training
• Product Development
• Safety
• Technical Training
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Coaching

Branch, Regional and National support
• Special interest webinars
◦ 220 webinars hosted
◦ 8,000 attendees

• Safe operation of future events
• Equality, Diversity and Inclusivity training
• Sport England funded scheme to develop 

more Dive Leaders > OWIs
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Diving Activity

Diving with a Purpose
• New/reinvigorated group
• Projects
• Expeditions
• Branch & Group activities
• Environmentally aware training module
• Supports community & environmental 

aspects
• Engaging members at all levels of 

experience
• Developing links with others to widen 

opportunities, e.g. NAS, Seasearch
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Diver Training

Our Diving Products
• Sports Diver review – complete
• Dive Leader review – underway
◦ Emphasis on leadership and management
◦ Oxygen Admin, First Aid course materials updated

• eLearning platform
◦ AED Awareness
◦ SDCs

• Snorkelling review – underway
• Lifesaver and Advanced Lifesaver awards 

updated (integration of snorkeller and diver)
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Instructor Training

Keeping the ITS Active!
• Hybrid online OWIC pilots
• Resumption of ITS activities
• ITS Resource Library updated
• Instructor Crossover process updated
• Sport England project to support instructor 

development
◦ Predominantly OWIs but also engages AIs 

and higher to support the structure

• Instructor training webinars
◦ ITs & Course Senior Instructors & Examiners
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Safety

Keeping You Safe
• Return to Diving Guidance
◦ Shore and boat diving
◦ Pools and clubs
◦ Instructing and group operations

• Medical Guidance
• Safety webinar series
• Review of ERC guidance
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Technical
Staying at the Forefront
• CCR course review
◦ MOD 1 - Complete
◦ MOD 1 Top Up - Complete
◦ MOD 2 - Underway

• Review of BSAC Technical Standards
• Review of Technical Instructor Course
• Gradient Factor recommendations 
• MRS guidance in Safe Diving, SCUBA 

and associated publicity
• Refresher webinars during lockdown
• Primary Donate Guidance & Workshop
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What About Diving?!!

In spite of all odds…
• Some of us managed it!
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Awards

First Class Diver
• Lindsey Fell
• Scott Morgan
• John Potten

Wilkinson Sword
• For Unique Underwater Endeavour
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Special Thanks
Staff and Volunteers
• Diver Resources Team - HQ
◦ Jim, Adrian, Geoff, Jenny & 

Diane

• NDC
◦ Coaching – Mark Paisey
◦ Activities – Jane Maddocks
◦ DTG – Sophie Rennie
◦ ITG – Ginge Crook
◦ Safety – Jon Parlour
◦ Technical – Dom Robinson

• Regional Coaches
• All our volunteers
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Thank you

Any questions
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Agenda

Time Topic Presenter

10:00 Welcome & agenda.  Voting opens Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:05 Honorary Secretary report Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

10:20 Chair update Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:30 Voting closes

10:40 2020 Annual Report & questions Janos Suto (Treasurer)

11:00 NDO update Dai Atkins (NDO)

11:20 AOB & questions

11:40 Declare results of voting Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

11:45 Meeting close
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AOB

Opportunity for post-meeting Q&A

Email maryt@bsac.com
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Agenda

Time Topic Presenter

10:00 Welcome & agenda.  Voting opens Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:05 Honorary Secretary report Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

10:20 Chair update Maria Harwood (Chair)

10:30 Voting closes

10:40 2020 Annual Report & questions Janos Suto (Treasurer)

11:00 NDO update Dai Atkins (NDO)

11:20 AOB & questions

11:40 Declare results of voting Rachel Sharp (Hon Sec)

11:45 Meeting close
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Ordinary Resolution
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Ordinary Resolution to appoint auditors
1. To appoint Azets Audit Services Ltd (formally Gardners Accountants Ltd) 

as the Company’s auditors to hold office from the conclusion of the Annual 
General Meeting until the conclusion of the next general meeting of the 
Company at which the Company’s annual accounts and reports are laid 
before the meeting

2. To authorise BSAC Council to set the remuneration of the auditors
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Ordinary Resolution to appoint auditors
1. To appoint Azets Audit Services Ltd (formally Gardners Accountants Ltd) 

as the Company’s auditors to hold office from the conclusion of the Annual 
General Meeting until the conclusion of the next general meeting of the 
Company at which the Company’s annual accounts and reports are laid 
before the meeting

2. To authorise BSAC Council to set the remuneration of the auditors

RESULT No. votes
For 1301
Against 23

RESULT No. votes
For 1307
Against 17
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Keep in touch
bsac.com

facebook/britishsubaquaclub | twitter.com/bsacdivers

(0)151 350 6200 |  info@bsac.com
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Membership, fees and strategy 
 
Question: “I enjoy reading the SCUBA magazine and was disappointed when this 
turned into a digital format because I find it tedious and essentially unreadable. I 
read with interest the statements from the new council representatives, and almost 
all of them mentioned the decline in membership, I read SCUBA magazine on the 
train to work, and have many conversations with people about scuba adventures 
with the hope that some may join BSAC. My question is, will this return to a monthly 
publication in a hard copy format, or will the digital format continue? If the view is that 
it a digital format going forward, I would prefer not to receive it anymore.” 
 
Question: “Why do we pay the full price and not receive the printed scuba?” 
 
From the beginning of this year, we took the decision to return to a printed version of 
SCUBA and move to bi-monthly. I hope you are receiving this. In the meantime, we 
have made every effort to ensure that the iSCUBA version of SCUBA is more user 
friendly. We did this by changing to new software and we have received positive 
feedback that it is easier to read in this format. At the present time, we envisage 
remaining with the magazine being printed every other month for the next few 
months while the diving and travel market recovers and advertising increases in the 
magazine.  
 
Question: “Like many clubs, charities and organisations, why didn’t BSAC reduce 
membership fees during Covid restrictions?” 
 
Question: “Due to no diving for the past 12 months due to Covid why do we need to 
pay our fees for last year? Like other organisations, can we have a 12-month credit 
for our membership?”  
 
BSAC already provide members with value for money through our existing range of 
high quality training materials, insurance cover and other products and services, 
despite being a not-for profit organisation 
 
Where possible, we have made every effort not to mothball any services, and 
instead adapted to the unfolding pandemic by diverting resource to work more 
efficiently, create more online content and develop eLearning opportunities to 
support ongoing engagement of members. Further work is being undertaken to 
continue to strengthen these areas and maintain value for money for members 
despite membership numbers continuing to fall. 
 
Question: “Divers with diabetes currently face a convoluted sign off process involving 
a GP medical, followed by a referee medical, followed by a sign off from Chris Edge. 
I cannot see why, with current HbA1C testing giving a good picture of management 
over a prior three month period why a GP medical (often expensive and carried out 
by a Dr with absolutely no diving interest or knowledge) is required. Nor the final 
signoff, which seems to exist (as far as I can see) in order to drive data into a survey 
which has been ongoing for many years. This process is serving to drive divers away 
from the sport in my opinion, indeed I am aware of more than one diver with 20+ 
years under their weight belt and contributing as Instructors simply walking away. 
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This in a time when BSAC can ill afford to lose members.”   
 
Question: “In addition, the current system makes no distinction between Type 1 and 
Type 2, insulin dependant or not, and treats two very different diseases as one, 
imposing restrictions on Type 2 sufferers that seem more applicable to Type 1.” 
 
Question: “Whilst I am aware that the process is not determined by BSAC, would 
Council agree that there is merit in lobbying for change?”  
 
BSAC relies on the UKDMC for specialist advice on medical matters and Medical 
Referees are not only doctors with specialist training in diving medicine but also have 
to be qualified and experienced divers of at least Dive Leader or equivalent level. 
The UKDMC processes aim to allow those with a medical condition to dive safely 
wherever possible. 
 
Prior to the research conducted by Dr Edge many years ago, diabetics were 
universally excluded from diving. Outside of the UKDMC system, more restrictive 
allowances for anyone with diabetes persist. The system is based on many years of 
research, principally by Dr Edge, and has led to significant improvements of 
understanding of the relative risks for all types of diabetes. HbA1C is one of a 
number of measures used to monitor an individual’s control of their condition. Dr 
Edge and other members of the UKDMC provide a detailed explanation of the 
condition and associated risks for diving safety in SCUBA magazine in recent years 
and the article can be found online. 
 
BSAC continues to collaborate with the UK DMC on medical matters contributing to 
research, advice and communicating concerns such as this. 
 
Question: “What do BSAC plan to implement in a more inclusive and invested 
interest for women members?”   
 
Question: “Having just voted for the candidates for election to Council, I noticed there 
were 6 candidates for 4 places. All candidates were men, and most were from the 
older age bracket. I've barely heard of two of them, and not heard of the rest. I would 
like to know: What is the BSAC Council doing to encourage more women (and more 
diverse candidates in general) to put their names forwards as candidates?”  
 
BSAC is actively looking at this with regards to equality, diversity and inclusivity. This 
year we requested people to apply who had the particular skill sets that we needed 
on the board. We are looking at how we can encourage more people to take up 
diving and roles in BSAC. 
 
We have in the past worked on campaigns such as This Girl Can with Sport England 
and we did see a slight increase in the percentage of women taking part in diving. 
 
Question: “Do you really think in this day and age that it is acceptable to present an 
all male line up for election to the committee?”   
 
Question: “Why are there so few women candidates for the roles voted for and is 
there are reason there is so little diversity in the club leadership?”   

http://www.ukdmc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Diving-with-Diabetes.pdf
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All full BSAC members are invited to stand for election, and we were surprised to 
see that all of those who put themselves forward for election as Ordinary Council 
members this year are male, though there is a female candidate for Honorary 
Secretary. 
 
This is in contrast to previous years, and the current council has five women and 
seven men. We are exploring how to encourage a more diverse membership 
in BSAC as a whole and would welcome any ideas on how we can make BSAC and 
Council attractive to a more diverse group. 
 
Question: “When are we going to see any of many talented women BSAC members 
on the committee? We need a committee that represents the diverse membership 
that we have.”  
 
All full members are invited to stand for election, and the current Council has five 
women and seven men. We are exploring how to encourage a more diverse 
membership in BSAC as a whole. We would welcome any ideas on this please to 
maryt@bsac.com. 
 
Question: “Why are there no women for election to the council? This looks so 
misogynistic? What is it about the Council that does not encourage the same 
numbers of women to apply? BSAC really needs to reflect on this and learn before 
the next election.”  
 
We are aware of this, and 2021 has been very unusual and disappointing in that 
respect, though we did have a woman stand in the election for Honorary Secretary. 
The outgoing Council was five women and seven men, and post AGM it will be four 
women and eight men. We will look at how we can encourage more diverse 
candidates next year, and of course, encourage more diversity in our membership as 
well. 
 
Question: “As the BSAC forum was shut down some years back, how is Council 
actually communicating and engaging with the membership? And by communicating, 
I mean two-way conversations, listening to members and tackling issues, rather than 
anodyne commentary in the magazine.”   
 
We found that the consultation with members over the BSAC strategy worked really 
well and we were able to have some very valuable two-way conversations. We have 
continued to try to do this and just last week had a virtual meeting with uni clubs. We 
will be extending this to branches. 
 
We are also currently looking at a community platform where we will be able to have 
internal areas for branch officers and members to discuss, meet and talk about 
diving and share ideas. This is about to go into consultation mode with stakeholder 
groups. We are really aware that members want two-way conversations and our aim 
is to be able to offer this facility. 
 

mailto:maryt@bsac.com
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Question: “Should the BSAC be seeking to improve its online presence with the 
reinstatement of the forum and the championing of BSAC Direct as an alternative to 
club membership?”  
 
Use of a variety of digital platforms integrated with the many other ways to connect 
the BSAC community is an ongoing task for us, to find what works best for our 
members and the wider diving community and continually improve the means by 
which we can communicate information on specific activities and projects that are 
diving related. To this end new approaches to marry the benefits of Direct 
membership with the traditional branch and centre models and their respective 
communication platforms are being explored as part of the latest strategic directives. 
If you would like to discuss this further please feel free to contact Mary Tetley at 
maryt@bsac.com. 
 
Question: “With dwindling membership, where do the council see the income coming 
from to carry out the progression of BSAC?”  
 
The strategy for BSAC over the next few years is to attract new members into BSAC 
from other areas which we have not perhaps reached in the past. Along with this, we 
will look at producing courses which our members do want to be involved in, 
publications and eventually events. We will also look at how we can build the 
commercial side of learning to dive through BSAC centres. 
 
Question: “What are BSAC's plans to keep the 25-35 age range interested in diving 
and not being limited to training due to being an overseas club and not having the 
luxury of being able to travel to get training due to be in full time jobs and only able to 
dive on weekends?”  
 
The BSAC Community project aims to provide a wider emphasis on the diving 
community beyond training and promote greater diving opportunities including 
involvement in projects. The issues of limited time and increasing personal demands 
are ones that face all BSAC clubs and flexibility and variety in opportunities is key for 
all. 
 
Question: “It is entirely right and proper that election candidates are highlighting the 
need to engage the next generation of potential divers. But a quick glance around 
many dive sites and charter vessels will reveal that they are heavily populated with 
divers of middle age and above. In the effort to appeal to younger divers, let's not 
ignore the need to retain or attract the older ones. Please don't dismiss the grey 
pound!”   
 
We agree! We absolutely understand that to be fit for the future as an organisation, 
we need to retain our current members as well as recruit new members of all ages. 
 
Question: “Many members like myself have reached a level of diving qualification 
and skills that suits the diving we like to do, ie. the odd dive on a holiday or a diving 
holiday once a year. In both examples the dive operator hopefully would require 
check out and warm up dives. Maybe a different level of membership for this group 
of diver would help retain membership, all be it at a reduced income stream, but 
something is better than nothing? Like myself - I have been unable to dive for many 

mailto:maryt@bsac.com
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reasons for the last few years (not medical related) so paying for full membership 
while not even diving can push many members away from the club.”  
 
We are keen to explore new membership options but this is a tricky one for us, as it 
is difficult to see how this would be anything other than full membership with SCUBA 
magazine and insurance benefits. 
 
Question: “The issue with BSAC is that it is losing membership. One of the factors 
which I think is causing this loss of membership is the membership fee. I think that 
BSAC should do away with the membership fee for the entry-level courses, Ocean 
Diver and Sports Diver and apply the membership fee to people who wish to pursue 
higher-level courses similar to PADI. PADI membership fee applies only to 
Divemaster upwards. As an overseas club, we cannot compete as the membership 
fee including postage to ship the material out is a major cost that shuns people away 
from doing courses with the Club. Why hasn't BSAC ever considered to do away with 
membership fees?”  
 
Unlike many other diver training agencies, BSAC is a members organisation and 
much of our training is delivered by volunteers rather than paid professionals. 
Charging our volunteer instructors a membership fee, but not their students wouldn’t 
be appropriate. 
 
We hope that you are making use of the digital training materials, and thus avoiding 
the postage fees. 
 
Question: “The British Sub Aqua Club is a members organisation, and as such is 
responsible to all of its members. Yet there appears to be a level of secrecy 
surrounding its actions and the scrutiny by members. This is perfectly demonstrated 
in the publishing of minutes labelled "public synopsis" which actually sit behind a 
members login and are not "public" minutes at all, but members minutes. The 
minutes made available to BSAC members are not the minutes used by the board 
and agreed as a true record, but a sanitised and reduced version that is not the full 
record. Given that organisations like Sport England publish full minutes that 
accurately record its activities in an open and transparent manner. Would the board 
not agree that members should be able to scrutinise its Club and board activities in 
full, through the publishing of the same minutes that its elected board see?”  
 
We have discussed this over the years, and taken advice from other National 
Governing Bodies on this. 
 
As you might expect, our meetings do include a number of matters that are 
commercially sensitive, hence we publish a synopsis that is a meaningful summary, 
rather than the full minutes.  
 
We are planning to review key aspects of our governance, in line with guidance from 
Sport and Recreational Alliance, and can include this question as part of that review. 
 
Question: “Will the app be developed to include abilities to do eLearning and 
refreshing previous theory qualifications? For example, like language learning apps 
such as Duolingo help learn new languages and keep old knowledge refreshed.”  
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The app will be linked to the BSAC website and all the functionality which is on 
bsac.com will be available via the app, but something like Duolingo is a bit ambitious 
for us at this stage. 
 
Question: “In light of the pandemic we are in and hope that world travel will slowly be 
available, is there any chance of a more comprehensive travel insurance 
incorporating Covid cover could be made available to BSAC divers?”  
 
The travel insurance market is currently very difficult, and no insurers that we are 
currently aware of are including Covid cover.  We have tried in the past to provide 
travel insurance and not been particularly successful. 
 
Question: “Could you clarify who runs BSAC for the membership? Is this BSAC 
Council or BSAC HQ employees? In my mind, it should be the council, but individual 
HQ employees have been making significant decisions beyond their remit, and have 
been a ball and chain around the organisation development, could this balance of 
power be readdressed?”  
 
Council is the board of directors of BSAC and is responsible for setting policy and 
strategy. Implementation of that policy and strategy, along with operational 
management of BSAC, is the responsibility of the staff at BSAC HQ.  
 
Club support 
 
Question: “Arising from the lack of being able to dive, many people particularly those 
undertaking Ocean Diver have not had the opportunity to practice skills alongside the 
theory lesson. How does BSAC intend to support branches in ensuring that they are 
able to give divers the skills and confidence to get into the water? Is this long period 
of being unable to dive going to affect the skill level of qualified divers?” 
 
Skills refreshing is an essential part of BSAC guidance on a return to diving following 
any break and forms part of the Preparation for a Return to Diving. 
 
Question: “Could the council set up a regular phone call to all Diving Officers or 
Chairs of each branch as a quick catch up on anything BSAC can do to help? And 
get feedback from the branch members? Maybe 3 or 4 times per annum?”   
 
Yes definitely. After the success of virtual consultation meetings with various 
sections of our membership, we realised how easy and effective this is to do and we 
have agreed to roll this out. We have already had teams meetings with centres, 
universities, coaches, NDC and Council. We will look at how we can extend this to 
Branch Officers now and look at running some Diving Officer workshops.  
 
Question: “My club has a number of members qualified to plan and go diving. Why 
do we need a Club Diving Officer to police us?”  
 
Question: “As a club, no one wants that extra responsibility and currently, we don't 
have a diving officer so we can't go diving. This is not a requirement under any other 

https://www.bsac.com/returnprep/
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training agency so it is much easier for me to leave BSAC, join another diver training 
agency's club and just go diving.” 
 
Question: “Why is BSAC making it so difficult for its members to go diving?”  
 
BSAC is a members organisation and BSAC clubs provide an infrastructure to 
support members to go diving. Within any structure, there will be a range of 
qualifications and abilities of divers and within a club, a Diving Officer has the role of 
overseeing diving and diving safety. 
 
It is not a matter of policing but of advising and supporting members on how to go 
diving within the limits of their training, experience and capabilities. In the absence of 
a Diving Officer, such responsibility would fall on the club committee as a whole. 
Wherever you go diving those same responsibilities exist whether in a formal 
structure such as with a dive guide on holiday or in another club or where two 
buddies go diving together (either jointly or by the more experienced/qualified). 
 
Question: “BSAC has been working hard on a number of issues during difficult times. 
However, as a branch officer I find it frustrating to find out about what's being worked 
on until it either appears out of the ether or appears in SCUBA magazine before the 
branches are informed. Most of these initiatives do have an impact on the branches, 
and, with each successive Council, we keep hearing that branches are the lifeblood 
of BSAC, but the impression is that we are the last consideration rather than the first. 
Will the new Council and HQ make sure that we at branch level do know what's 
being worked on and be given the opportunity to input into these initiatives?”  
Agree with this and we are aware that you have raised this with our CEO.  We have 
spoken about ensuring that we email branches with any updates which impact them 
before we release them in Scuba and other communications. We aim to improve 
this. 
 
Question: “If the pandemic has taught us one thing, it is the importance of online 
theory learning and the challenge of maintaining club membership levels during 
these unusual times.”  
 
Question: “What are the plans to continue with online theory learning? What support 
can you offer to branches in these times as we gradually come out of lockdown 
restrictions?”  
 
We agree that this has been one of the great successes of the pandemic, and our 
plan is to continue this. We will continue working on ensuring our training continues 
to go online. We will also continue with the successful webinars. We had just under 
3,000 members engage in these. They will continue and we are currently preparing a 
programme now for start in September. 
 
Question: “Does the BSAC have a strategy to support university branches post-
pandemic?”  
 
Early on in the pandemic, BSAC established a working group to look at the way 
universities could be supported in both the short and the long term. As we look to the 
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‘new-normal’ BSAC recognises the significant and multi-faceted challenges 
university branches face as well as their importance in the sport. 
 
There is significant work ongoing with both a team from HQ combined with 
volunteers and a team from the National Diving Committee investigating ways that 
BSAC can provide the ongoing support these clubs need. BSAC has already 
established improved communications, tailored support, university-specific support 
webinars and more. 
 
Currently, we are looking at developing centre support for universities to help with 
diver training as well as improving the regional support that is already in place. There 
is also work being undertaken by NDC to bolster the resources and guidance 
available to university clubs as well as other programmes such as the Sport England 
instructor development scheme, which will support university clubs in developing 
more experienced divers. 
 
Looking forward, BSAC aims to help branches deal with some of the significant 
issues they face and there are a large number of individuals in Council, NDC and HQ 
who are considering the ways this could be delivered using experience, new 
techniques and analysis of feedback delivered in support webinars and workshops. 
With a new position on NDC of Universities Advisor and with Council and HQ input, 
BSAC is making sure that these clubs are at the forefront of thinking and considered 
at every point of the strategic plan to 2023 and beyond. 
 
Overseas club and centre support 
 
Question: “How is BSAC planning on helping and branching out to the overseas 
club?”  
 
The strategic plan encompasses all aspects of BSAC and aims to develop resources 
that will support all sections of BSAC including overseas clubs. 
 
We are currently looking at running some webinars and Q & A discussion sessions 
with our overseas clubs and centres and will be in contact. 
 
Question: “Does BSAC even care about the overseas clubs?”  
 
BSAC cares about all sections of our operations including clubs (overseas, UK, 
diving, snorkelling, universities etc.), Centres (diver training, seamanship, 
snorkelling) and individual members at all levels and experience. If there are specific 
issues that you’d like us to consider, please contact drt@bsac.com. 
 
We have tried to help with the cost and delays when posting training packs overseas 
and all DTP and most SDCs are now available in digital format.  
 
Question: “Will OWI courses ever be a possibility to be taught to an overseas club?”   
BSAC instructor training can be facilitated for any overseas clubs where demand 
makes the visits viable for students and visiting instructors (events have been held in 
recent years in Australia, Bermuda, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malta, Mauritius and 

mailto:drt@bsac.com
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Lanzarote).  If you believe there is demand in your country or region, please let us 
know. We would like to know how many candidates overseas clubs and centres 
have for our courses. We can then look at how we combine around a geographical 
hub and try to agree to run some courses in certain regions.  Obviously, the timing is 
not right currently but if we can start looking at coordinating demand this can be 
something to look at. 
 
Question: “How can you help clubs overseas whereby we can't get a BSAC National 
Instructor to visit yet we need to advance some of our signs off ex cox assessor so 
that clubs like ours can continue to develop, please?”  
 
We know that access to more advanced or specialist training is an issue for 
overseas members. We will be in contact as travel restrictions ease to assess the 
demand in each region and to work out a viable plan. 
 
Question: “I live in Finland, a country that does not have BSAC representation that I 
know of. I understand that it is difficult to have a branch in every single country, but 
this makes my membership a poor value for money choice. Although I have been 
loyal to the club for a while, even though I haven't been diving for a while due to 
family commitments, now it is coming to a point where it makes little sense to 
continue my membership.”   
 
Question: “One thing that it would make it attractive not to cancel the membership 
would be an annual fee reduction to, let's say, half of it. Would the club consider this 
option for overseas members in similar situation to mine? We already are missing in 
the UK diving insurance and paper magazines are not longer an option, plus we can't 
do courses as it will mean flying and staying in the UK for a while, which might not be 
convenient to many. This is opposed to PADI, which is present in Finland, for 
example, and would make more sense to join. Thank you.”  
 
We are sorry that your BSAC membership isn’t working well for you at the moment. 
The challenge for us in offering a discount for members who are currently inactive or 
unable to access training is where we would draw the line. We are exploring how we 
can better support our overseas members, but we don’t have a simple fix. 
 
Question: “What's in the plan for overseas clubs?”  
 
The strategic plan encompasses all aspects of BSAC and aims to develop resources 
that will support all sections of BSAC including overseas clubs. The aim is to develop 
models that can be adopted and adapted by any club to fit their particular 
circumstances. 
 
Question: “Are you going to develop the overseas market any further?” 
 
Question: “As a BSAC instructor and member who runs a dive centre overseas, I can 
see a huge gap in the market that is not really promoted very well. Everyone points 
to dwindling membership and recruiting younger members. Daily, I have people 
handing over money to PADI et al., but nothing to BSAC. We have the visibility, 
warmth and wrecks that all our members love diving on. This is something that could 
be developed much further I feel.” 
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Question: “I also hasten to add that this is not related to my wanting to generate 
more business for myself, this is my wanting to help an organization I love and the 
hobby that is my career. Thank you.”  
 
We are keen to expand our presence in the overseas market, and our recent 
agreement to establish a stronger presence in Egypt is a good step in that direction. 
It is clear that we need to further develop some of our offerings to be more 
competitive in the commercial sector. If you have any specific suggestions, please 
email adrianc@bsac.com.  BSAC has now lowered the age to 10 for discovery diver 
only for centres and this should help when promoting learning to dive with 
BSAC.  We also understand for centres that Sport Diver takes too long for anybody 
on holiday to learn. We are therefore working on a new module which should bridge 
the gap between Ocean Diver and Sports Diver. Watch this space. 
 
Question: “As a member of a BSAC club outside the UK, has BSAC got any plans to 
enhance collaboration and diving instruction (online) for clubs abroad?” 
 
The strategic plan encompasses all aspects of BSAC and aims to develop resources 
that will support all sections of BSAC including overseas clubs. 
 
BSAC instructor training can be facilitated for any overseas clubs where demand 
makes the visits viable for students and visiting instructors (events have been held in 
recent years in Australia, Bermuda, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malta, Mauritius and 
Lanzarote), although the current pandemic has placed some limitations on this. 
 
Question: “I would like to ask what is BSAC's strategy regarding the overseas clubs, 
mainly those located in non-British territories like Netherlands, Germany and 
Switzerland. In the latest years, these clubs have struggled to qualify new instructors 
which is compromising the survival of those clubs. There is also a general concern 
regarding the Brexit effects, mainly about the legitimacy and liability of running BSAC 
courses in EU territory.”  
 
BSAC continues to support our branches and members outside of the UK, including 
within Northern Europe. Prior to the constraints of the Covid-19 pandemic, we made 
every effort to support instructor events in Northern Europe and, wherever possible, 
ran events even when student numbers were low but relatively viable. 
 
BSAC members' liability insurance cover is valid worldwide (with a small number of 
exceptions such as USA AND Canada and UK sanctioned countries; Iran, Syria, 
Crimea, Ukraine, Russia.). See our liability insurance validity following Brexit 
document for written confirmation. 
 
Question: “In reading candidates statements their focus is very much UK based - 
there are a large number of overseas branches with members who pay the same 
membership fees as the UK members. Following training overseas clubs struggle to 
retain members who consider the UK fees do not provide them with the benefits 
offered.  What is the committee planning to do to retain overseas members?”   
 

mailto:adrianc@bsac.com
https://www.bsac.com/document/liability-insurance-brexit-confirmation/
https://www.bsac.com/document/liability-insurance-brexit-confirmation/
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There is no requirement for Council members to be resident in the UK, and we would 
welcome candidates from overseas to provide a more diverse perspective. 
 
As part of the strategy consultation, we held sessions with both overseas branches 
and overseas centres to gain a better understanding of their needs, and are following 
up with further online meetings to help develop our thinking. 
 
One key issue that was identified was the postage costs and delays with printed 
packs, and so we have now made almost all of our training materials available in 
digital format. Likewise with iSCUBA. 
 
A remaining key challenge is how we can better support the need for instructor 
training or more advanced training overseas, and we will be in contact as travel 
becomes more viable to understand demand. 
 
Question: “Overseas members – what do we get?”  
 
Insurance is the most tangible benefit included in overseas membership. The cost of 
insurance premiums in some countries would be prohibitive for a single policy and 
these policies also include a very limited level of cover, in some cases as low as 
15,000 euros. 
 
The BSAC membership includes the same level of cover for all members, 
irrespective of the country they live in, which is currently £10 million. 
 
Diving and instructor training 
 
Question: “How are the BSAC council going to address the lack of 
continuous/through-life Quality Assurance/Quality Control amongst their instructors. 
Has any thought been given to establishing a QA/QC system similar to that other 
agencies (e.g. PADI, TDI, etc) ensuring the currency and competency of BSAC 
instructors?”  
 
BSAC training has to be conducted within a club under the authority of a branch 
Diving Officer (DO), who derive their authority from the NDO. DOs and their training 
teams are the most effective quality assurance method for continual monitoring and 
can provide tailor-made updating for their instructor teams. 
 
BSAC, however, continues to develop and maintain our QA systems and to support 
DOs and their teams. 
 
Question: “Will other agencies instructors who are higher than Open Water Instructor 
ever be allowed to crossover to Advanced Instructor. For example, SAA Regional 
Instructor (CMAS 3*** Instructor)?”  
 
The NDC Instructor Training Group continually review our training programmes 
including the Instructor Crossover Programme. 
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The OWI crossover identifies gaps that can be covered by the existing crossover 
process, which includes attendance on an OWIC. 
 
Previous reviews of higher instructor qualifications have identified limited parity 
between more advanced training for higher grades due to different focus of different 
agencies training that would allow a similar shortened route to match across higher 
instructor grades at this time. 
 
However, as noted above this will remain under regular review. 
 
Question: “Why has BSAC lagged behind other training agencies (e.g. PADI) in 
terms of training programmes and also when is instructor training going to ensure 
that instructors are taught consistent and quality demonstrations for each skill?”    
 
BSAC has consistently reviewed and developed our training programmes to ensure 
they are appropriate for the changing needs of divers and to take account of new 
evidence. Examples include the integration of essential skills within core training 
rather than continued separate provision (including nitrox within Ocean/Sports Diver, 
drysuit training, PRM & O2 etc.), and the inclusion of Immersion Pulmonary Oedema 
(IPO) into training. 
 
BSAC instructor training is focused on effective training using STEP and PAVE 
rather than rigid adherence to single methods that may not be effective for all 
students. 
 
Question: “Due to the ongoing Covid pandemic, even when we do return to the 
pools, some people may find some of our training skills a tad difficult to do due to 
fear such as rescue breathing (mouth to nose and to mouth).”   
 
Question: “Can BSAC possibly take a leaf out of other diving organisations and 
make the use of the pocket mask for this skill? It will ensure there is a better barrier 
and can also provide both users better comfort and piece of mind. As an instructor 
with other organisations as well as BSAC, I can see a clear benefit for us all. Thank 
you.”  
 
The NDC Safety Group continually review our guidance in relation to European 
Resuscitation Council and other first-aid agency recommendations as well as all 
other relevant resources. In relation to the use of a pocket mask as a barrier to 
infection, to be effective, they need to have a filter fitted to act as a barrier. However, 
such filters are only effective if they are kept dry. 
 
Question: “What will be the situation of those divers who have done all their training 
and all but one or two of the cells in the old Advanced Diver training? Having to do 
the whole of the new is not attractive, especially when loads of experience has been 
accumulated but now less dive time is available due to work and life loads as one 
progresses.”  
 
Whenever there is a substantial change in the Diver Training Programme there is 
always a significant period of time allowed for students already partway through their 
training to complete the existing programme. 
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The last significant change to the AD syllabus was in 2002 and at that point, much of 
the previous AD SDC based syllabus was redistributed throughout Dive Leader and 
Sports Diver. Any relevant past experience would still count for the current syllabus. 
 
Question: “Will BSAC look into holding training and events that don’t fall on a 
Saturday? Due to my religious beliefs I am unable to attend training or the AGM as it 
often falls on a Saturday. When asked directly I was told the best route would be to 
look at direct private training which feels like it goes against a club/group 
atmosphere.”   
 
Our Branch, Regional and Instructor Training events are delivered by volunteers, 
many of whom have jobs that take up their time midweek. However, many branches 
do have an active group of shift-workers and retirees who dive and instruct midweek 
and are generally happy for members of other branches to join them. 
 
We also try to run a small number of instructor events on weekdays (e.g., Open 
Water Instructor courses scheduled at Stoney Cove and Capernwray). Can I suggest 
that you contact your Regional Coach and discuss your training requirements with 
them? If there is demand, they may be able to schedule an event or introduce you to 
instructors whose availability matches your own. 
 
Question: “There appears to be no quality assurance process in place for SDCs, the 
packs are riddled with errors and out of date. Is BSAC ever going to seriously 
address this issue?”  
 
We apologise for the standard of the packs. We are aware that they contain errors 
and we have started work on improving and updating them. 
 
Question: “Is there going to be more skill-based training in the Wales area at all?”  
 
Each year the Welsh regional program of events is generated based on feedback 
from Welsh members and branches. We aim for the regional events to complement 
branch training. In Wales, the majority of BSAC training occurs within the Welsh 
branches. We recognise it’s not always possible for our members to complete all 
their desired training within their respective branch. At which point, where known, we 
try to support these aspirations with regional team input. 
 
As Welsh Regional Coach, I always welcome feedback to help develop our regional 
events and other team support. I welcome contact from members. I can be contacted 
by emailing wales.coach@bsac.com.  
 
UK diving 
 
Question: “What the future looks like in terms of diving in the UK? Anything BSAC is 
planning to do in terms of further development and training and keep members 
engaged?”  
 

mailto:wales.coach@bsac.com
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We think the future of UK diving looks bright as we come out of lockdown and post 
COVID.  We have plans to encourage our branches to support diving with a 
purpose.  Of course, many of you do this already but members have told us that you 
are keen to help with the environment. We are looking at how to connect our clubs 
more and encourage you to join up with projects that may be running in certain 
areas, such as seasearch and help with gathering information.  Encouraging 
expedition diving will be something we will look at and of course support for charter 
boats where possible.  
 
From a training point of view, we will be looking at new courses and will let you know 
when they will be coming out. 
 
We are also encouraging branches to partner with centres in their area to help train 
their divers/members when they need help, so we can ensure that new members 
learn to dive without undue delays.  
 
Question: “Everyone is restricted by the Coronavirus pandemic and also by the No-
holidays abroad policy of UK HM Gov. This is a golden opportunity for BSAC to 
launch an advertising campaign to encourage people to lean to dive at home in the 
UK and this, in turn, would regain the lost membership numbers. Will BSAC urgently 
look at ways that could provide economic advertising to this end?”  
 
We have been looking at this. This has started already via youtube and social 
media.  We have been discussing how we can reach a wider audience including 
non-members.   Some of this is being done via collaboration with other organisations 
as well.  If you have any ideas or wish to discuss further please email 
maryt@bsac.com. 
 
Environment and conservation 
 
Question: “Could we please use our unique structure and expertise to engage much 
more widely, and publicly, in conservation initiatives?”  
 
Our new strategy confirms that we will be doing this. We have already started to 
work with some organisations and will continue to offer great diving with 
conservation projects involved. We have recently launched Operation Oyster and 
also working closely with Surfers against Sewage (SAS), Marine Conservation 
Society (MCS), and other conservation organisations – updates will follow in SCUBA 
over the next few months. 
 

mailto:maryt@bsac.com

